
5.2. GUIDE TO THE USE OF THE SCANNING TABLES

a ¼ ar � br; b ¼ br � cr; c ¼ ar þ br þ cr; ð5:2:4:12Þ
reciprocal to (5.2.4.11).

5.2.4.5.2. Inclined scanning, auxiliary tables

There are no orientation orbits with variable parameter and
hence no auxiliary tables to the Laue class �33 (C3i).

Orientation orbit ðmnmþ n 0Þ: This orbit appears in groups of
the Laue class 6=m (C6h), where it contains the three orientations
(mnmþ n 0), (mþ nmn0) and (nmþ nm0); further, it appears
in groups of the Laue class 6=mmm (D6h), where it contains six
orientations – to the three orientations we add their images
generated by auxiliary axes or planes, which are the orientations
(nmmþ n 0), (mþ n nm0) and (mmþ n n0). The choice of
basis vectors for the scanning group of the first orientation
(mnmþ n 0) is: a0 ¼ c, b0 ¼ na�mb and d ¼ paþ qb; as always
in monoclinic/inclined scanning, the bases for other orientations
are obtained by rotations around the principal axis [Laue class
6=m (C6h)] and by reflections in auxiliary planes [Laue class
6=mmm (D6h)], so that the scanning groups and the scanning are
expressed by identical symbols in their respective bases.

For the particular values m ¼ 0, n ¼ 1 or m ¼ �1, n ¼ 2, the
orientation orbit turns into a special orbit ð01�110Þ or ð�112�110Þ with
fixed parameters, respectively, for which the scanning group and
hence the scanning is orthorhombic.

Orientation orbits ð0h �hhlÞ and ð �hh2h �hhlÞ: These two orbits include
those orientations which contain the secondary or tertiary
directions of the hexagonal system. Both orbits exist in the Laue
classes �33m (D3d) and 6=mmm (D6h); the orbit (0h �hhl) appears in
the arithmetic classes 321P, 3m1P, �33m1P and 32R, 3mR, �33mR,
where it contains further the two orientations ( �hh0hl) and (h �hh0l);
the orbit ( �hh2h �hhl) appears in the arithmetic classes 312P, 31mP
and �331mP, where it contains the two other orientations (hh2hl),
ð2hhhl): both orbits appear in all groups of the Laue class
6=mmm (D6h) where they contain additional triplets of
orientations: ð0hhlÞ, ð �hh0h�llÞ and ðh �hh0�llÞ in the first case and ð �hh2hhlÞ,
(hh2h�ll) and ð2hhhlÞ in the second case.

Transformation of Bravais–Miller indices: hexagonal axes. The
orientations ð0h �hhlÞ are specified by Bravais–Miller indices with
reference to the hexagonal basis (a, b, c) through integers h, l. To
find their Miller indices ðmn0Þ with reference to auxiliary bases
ðbaa;bbb;bccÞ, we consider a vector w ¼ uþ v � ½lðaþ 2bÞ � 2hc� as
shown in Fig. 5.2.4.7. This vector is proportional to a vector b0,
which is used as a vector of the conventional basis ða0; b0; dÞ of the
scanning group in both centring types P and R. Vector b0 is
defined as b0 ¼ nbaa�mbbb, wherebaa ¼ aþ 2b for both the centring
types P and R, whilebbb ¼ c for the centring type P andbbb ¼ cr for
the centring type R.

The proportionality relations therefore read for the centring
type P

lðaþ 2bÞ � 2hc � nðaþ 2bÞ �mc; ð5:2:4:13Þ
from which we express n, m through h, l as follows:

l odd ) n ¼ l;m ¼ 2h; l even ) n ¼ l=2;m ¼ h:

In the case of the centring type R, we have

b0 ¼ nðaþ 2bÞ �mð�a� 2bþ cÞ=3
¼ ðnþm=3Þðaþ 2bÞ �mc=3;

so that the proportionality relation reads

lðaþ 2bÞ � 2hc � ðnþm=3Þðaþ 2bÞ � ðm=3Þc: ð5:2:4:14Þ
Comparing the coefficients, we obtain that the pair ðn;mÞmust be
proportional to the pair ðl � 2h; 6hÞ, from which we express n, m
through h, l as follows:

l odd ) n ¼ l � 2h;m ¼ 6h; l even ) n ¼ l=2� h;m ¼ 3h:

For the orientation orbit ð �hh2h �hhlÞ, we obtain the proportionality
relation by comparing the proportional vectors b0 ¼ nbaa�mbbb ¼
nb�mc and lb� 2hc, which leads again to the relations

l odd ) n ¼ l;m ¼ 2h; l even ) n ¼ l=2;m ¼ h:

The relations between indices h, l and m, n are, as usual,
recorded under each orbit in a row across the table.

The orientation orbits ð0h �hhlÞ and ð �hh2h �hhlÞ turn into the special
orbits ð01�110Þ and ð�112�110Þ with fixed parameter for the special
values h ¼ 1, l ¼ 0, and their symmetry increases to ortho-
rhombic for groups of the Laue class 6=mmm (D6h). In groups of
the Laue class �33m (D3d), the symmetry of these orbits remains
monoclinic but the scanning changes from monoclinic/inclined to
monoclinic/orthogonal.

Rhombohedral axes. Auxiliary tables for the five group types
with a rhombohedral lattice are given in a compact manner for all
three arithmetic classes. Neither auxiliary nor conventional (in
the sense of the convention for scanning groups, see Section
5.2.2.3) bases of scanning groups change. The orientations of the
orbit are expressed by Bravais–Miller indices in the hexagonal
basis and these are transformed to Miller indices ðmn0Þ with
reference to the auxiliary basis as shown above. In the rhombo-
hedral basis, we describe orientations of the orbit by Miller
indices ðhhlÞ. The integers h, l here are considered independently
of the same letters in Bravais–Miller indices. To transform them
into Miller indices with reference to the auxiliary basis, we take
into account that the vector w from Fig. 5.2.4.7 is proportional to
lðar þ brÞ � 2hcr as well as to nðar þ br þ crÞ �mcr ¼
nðar þ brÞ þ ðn�mÞcr. Comparing coefficients at ðar þ brÞ and cr
we obtain

l odd ) n ¼ l;m ¼ 2hþ l; l even ) n ¼ l=2;m ¼ hþ l=2:

The reference table is given as a common table for consid-
eration in hexagonal or rhombohedral axes. It is also common for
all five group types with rhombohedral lattice for which this type
of orientation orbit occurs.

5.2.4.6. Cubic system

The character of scanning is again different for groups of the
geometric classes 23 (T) and m�33 (Th) with no fourfold axes and
for groups of the geometric classes 432 (O), �443m (Td) and m�33m
(Oh) which contain fourfold axes.

The threefold axis along the direction [111] passes through the
origin in all cubic groups, including the cases when two origin
choices are used. Rotations around this axis therefore transform
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Fig. 5.2.4.7. Illustration of the transformation of Bravais–Miller indices in a
hexagonal basis to Bravais indices in an auxiliary basis.
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the coordinate system in such a way that the conjugate scanning
groups, linear orbits and sectional layer groups are expressed in
the same way in the respective coordinate systems.

5.2.4.6.1. Orthogonal scanning, standard tables

Orientation orbit ð001Þ: This orientation orbit contains the
orientations (001), (100) and (010). It appears in all cubic groups
and it leads to orthorhombic scanning groups in the case of space
groups of the classes 23 (T), m�33 (Th) and to tetragonal scanning
groups in the case of the classes 432 (O), �443m (Td) andm�33m (Oh).
The conventional bases of the scanning groups for the orientation
(001) are chosen as a0 ¼ a, b0 ¼ b, d ¼ c for all cases with the
exception of F-centred types of groups of the classes 432 (O),
�443m (Td) andm�33m (Oh). The centring types P, I and F remain the
same for orthorhombic scanning groups, i.e. for the classes 23 (T)
and m�33 (Th), and for the P and I types of tetragonal scanning
groups which apply to the classes 23 (O), �443m (Td) and m�33m
(Oh). The F-centred type for the latter classes turns into
I-centred tetragonal scanning groups with the conventional basis
a0 ¼ ða� bÞ=2, b0 ¼ ðaþ bÞ=2, d ¼ c for the orientation (001).

For the remaining two orientations (100) and (010), we obtain
the bases by the cyclic permutations a ! b ! c ! a and
a ! c ! b ! a, respectively, which correspond to rotations 3
and 32 around the threefold axis [111].

Orientation orbit ð110Þ: This orbit occurs only in groups of the
classes 432 (O), �443m (Td) and m�33m (Oh). It consists of the
orientations (110), (1�110), (011), (01�11), (101) and (�1101). The
scanning groups are orthorhombic in all cases. We choose the

conventional basis of the scanning group as a0 ¼ c, b0 ¼ ða� bÞ,
d ¼ ðaþ bÞ for the orientation (110) and as a0 ¼ c, b0 ¼ ðaþ bÞ,
d ¼ ðb� aÞ for the orientation (1�110) for the P- and I-centred
cases. The corresponding scanning groups are orthorhombic of
the centring types A and F, respectively. For the original
F-centring, we choose the conventional basis of orthorhombic
scanning groups as a0 ¼ c, b0 ¼ ða� bÞ=2, d ¼ ðaþ bÞ=2 for the
orientation (110) and as a0 ¼ c, b0 ¼ ðaþ bÞ=2, d ¼ ða� bÞ=2 for
the orientation (1�110), which results in I-centred orthorhombic
scanning groups.

The bases for the scanning groups corresponding to the
orientations (011) and (01�11) are obtained respectively by the
cyclic permutation a ! b ! c ! a and the bases of scanning
groups for the orientations (101) and (�1101) by the cyclic
permutation a ! c ! b ! a, which again corresponds to the
threefold rotations 3 and 32 around the [111] axis. Accordingly,
the scanning groups, linear orbits and sectional layer groups are
the same with reference to respective bases for the orientations
(110), (011) and (101) as well as for the orientations (1�110), (01�11)
and (�1101). In some cases, there is also no difference between the
two triplets of orientations and one row describes the scanning
for all six orientations. In other cases, owing to fourfold screw
axes, the scanning groups are shifted and the row splits into two
subrows.

Orientation orbit ð111Þ: This orbit with orientations (111),
ð �11111Þ, ð1 �1111Þ appears in all cubic groups and the respective scan-
ning groups are trigonal with a rhombohedral lattice. The
following abbreviated symbols are used for vectors of the cube
diagonals:

s ¼ ðaþ bþ cÞ; s1 ¼ ða� b� cÞ;
s2 ¼ ð�aþ b� cÞ; s3 ¼ ð�a� bþ cÞ

in directions [111], [111], [�111�11] and [111], see Fig. 5.2.4.8. The
latter three vectors are obtained from the vector s by the action
of twofold axes as follows: 2zs ¼ s3, 2xs ¼ s1, 2ys ¼ s2. The
rhombohedral unit cells of the scanning groups corresponding to
the orientation (111) and for the P-, I- and F-centring types of
original cubic groups are shown in Figs. 5.2.4.9(a), 5.2.4.10(a) and
5.2.4.11(a), respectively. Eight conventional cubic cells
surrounding the origin are shown in each of the figures to display
the hexagonal lattice in the plane corresponding to the orienta-
tion (111) and passing through the origin. The projections of
these situations along the cube diagonal d onto this plane are
depicted in Figs. 5.2.4.9(b), 5.2.4.10(b) and 5.2.4.11(b), respec-
tively. In these figures, the areas that represent the choice of the
hexagonal unit cell in the plane as used for scanning groups are
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Fig. 5.2.4.8. Vectors along the main cubic axes.

Fig. 5.2.4.9. The cubic scanning for orientation (111) in the case of cubic groups with a P lattice. (a) Three-dimensional view. (b) View along the cubic diagonal.
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shaded. The scanning direction is chosen along the cube diagonal
[111]. Notice that the periodicity of the corresponding hexagonal
lattice in this direction equals d ¼ s for P- and F-centred cubic
groups, while for the I-centred groups the periodicity is d ¼ s=2.
The choice of bases of the scanning groups corresponds to the
obverse setting of the rhombohedral basis vectors with respect to
hexagonal bases. The scanning for the direction [111] can be then
copied from the scanning of trigonal groups with a rhombohedral
lattice.

The remaining three orientations (111), (111) and (�111�11) are
obtained by application of twofold rotations 2z, 2x and 2y,
respectively. Using these rotations, we obtain the scanning data in
a compact way for all four orientations. Again, in certain cases,

the data are the same with respect to the rotated coordinate
systems; then one row describes all orientations. In other cases,
the data refer to shifted coordinate systems. The shifts along the
scanning direction, if they are the same for all orientations, are
taken into account by recalculating the levels of the linear orbits.
The shifts in planes ða0; b0Þ are, however, used to refer to different
origins.

5.2.4.6.2. Inclined scanning, auxiliary tables

Orientation orbit ðmn0Þ: Orientations of this orbit contain one
of the three main cubic axes and are divided into three subsets
corresponding to these axes for which the bases are separated by
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Fig. 5.2.4.10. The cubic scanning for orientation (111) in the case of cubic groups with an I lattice. (a) Three-dimensional view. (b) View along the cubic
diagonal.

Fig. 5.2.4.11. The cubic scanning for orientation (111) in the case of cubic groups with an F lattice. (a) Three-dimensional view. (b) View along the cubic
diagonal.
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horizontal lines in the tables of orientation orbits and auxiliary
bases. The orbit contains six orientations in groups of the Laue
classm�33 (Th) and 12 orientations in groups of the Laue classm�33m
(Oh). The orbit turns into a special orbit with fixed parameters for
the special valuesm ¼ 1, n ¼ 0 in groups of both the Laue classes
m�33 (Th) and m�33m (Oh). The scanning changes from monoclinic/
inclined to orthorhombic in the Laue class m�33 (Th), to tetragonal
in the Laue classm�33m (Oh). The symmetry of the orientation also
increases to orthorhombic for special values m ¼ 1, n ¼ 1 in
groups of the Laue class m�33m (Oh).

The choice of bases for the three subsets is the same as in
orthorhombic groups, where the orientations of subsets are
separated into three different orbits and the auxiliary bases are
expressed in terms of vectors of the conventional cubic basis for
the centring types P and I. For the centring type F, the Miller
indices differ in the original and auxiliary basis. In this case, we
express the Miller indices with reference to the original basis as
ðhk0Þ and relate them to Miller indices ðmn0Þ with reference to
the auxiliary bases. These relations are the same as in the case of
F-centring in orthorhombic groups, see relations (5.2.4.2) and
(5.2.4.3).

Orientation orbit ðhhlÞ: The orbit contains 12 orientations
which divide into three subsets corresponding to the three main
cubic axes. In each of the subsets, one of the vectors of the
conventional cubic basis is chosen as the vectorbbb of the auxiliary
basis. The orientations of the subsets are separated by horizontal
lines across the table. The first subset corresponds to the vector c
of the cubic basis and the orientations in this subset are the same
as in the ðhhlÞ orbit for tetragonal groups of the Laue class
4=mmm (D4h). The orientations within each subset are further
divided into two pairs of orientations to which correspond two
different unique axes of the monoclinic scanning group. These
subsets are again separated by horizontal lines across the last two
columns. For the centring types P and I and for the first subset of
orientations, the description of orientations and bases coincides
with the description of the orbit ðhhlÞ in tetragonal groups of the
Laue class 4=mmm (D4h) and centring types P and I, including
the choice of auxiliary and conventional bases of scanning groups
and relations between Miller indices h, l and m, n. For the other

subsets of orientations, the data in tables are obtained by the
cyclic permutation of vectors a, b and c.

For the centring type F, orientation ðhhlÞ, we choose the
auxiliary basis of the scanning group with the unique axis vectors
bcc ¼ ða� bÞ=2,bbb ¼ c andbaa ¼ ðaþ bÞ=2, while for the orientation
ðh �hhlÞ, we choose bcc ¼ ðaþ bÞ=2, bbb ¼ c and baa ¼ ða� bÞ=2. The
bases for the remaining orientations are again obtained by the
cyclic permutation of vectors of the conventional cubic basis.

Transformation of Miller indices: The straight line in which a
plane ðhhlÞ intersects with the plane ð1�110Þ has the direction of a
vector ðaþ bÞ=2h� c=l or of the vector b0 ¼ nbaa�mc ¼
nðaþ bÞ=2�mc. As these two vectors can differ only by a
numerical factor, the pair ð2m; nÞ must be proportional to the
pair ðh; lÞ and we obtain the relations

h odd ) m ¼ h; n ¼ 2l; h even ) m ¼ h=2; n ¼ l;

recorded at the bottom row of the orientation-orbit table for the
centring type F.

For the special values h ¼ 1, l ¼ 0, this orbit turns into an orbit
ð110Þ with fixed parameters and an orthorhombic scanning group.

5.2.5. Applications

5.2.5.1. Layer symmetries in crystal structures

The following two examples show the use of layer symmetries
in the description of crystal structures.

Example 1: Fig. 5.2.5.1 shows the crystal structure of cadmium
iodide, CdI2. The space group of this crystal is P�33m1, D3

3d (No.
164). The anions form a hexagonal close packing of spheres and
the cations occupy half of the octahedral holes, filling one of the
alternate layers. In close-packing notation, the CdI2 structure is:

A C B C

I Cd I void

From the scanning tables, we obtain for planes with the (0001)
orientation and at heights 0c or 1

2 c a sectional layer symmetry
p�33m1 (L72), and for planes of this orientation at any other height
a sectional layer symmetry p3m1 (L69).

The plane at height 0c contains cadmium ions. This plane
defines the orbit of planes of orientation (0001) located at points
Pþ nc, where n 2 Z (Z is the set of all integers). All these planes
contain cadmium ions in the same arrangement (C layer filled
with Cd).

The plane at height 12 c defines the orbit of planes of orientation
(0001) located at points Pþ ðnþ 1

2Þc, where n 2 Z. All these
planes lie midway between A and B layers of iodine ions with the
B layer below, the A layer above the plane. They contain only
voids.

The planes at levels 1
4 c and

3
4 c contain B and A layers of iodine

ions, respectively. These planes and all planes produced by
translations nc from them belong to the same orbit because the
operations �33 exchange the A and B layers.

Example 2: The space group of cadmium chloride, CdCl2, is R�33m,
D5

3d (No. 166). Fig. 5.2.5.2 shows the structure of CdCl2 in its triple
hexagonal cell. The anions form a cubic close packing of spheres
and the cations occupy half of the octahedral holes of each
alternate layer. In close-packing notation, the CdCl2 structure is:

A C B A C B A C B A C B

Cl Cd Cl void Cl Cd Cl void Cl Cd Cl void

We choose the origin at a cadmium ion and the hexagonal basis
vectors a, b as shown in Fig. 5.2.5.2. This corresponds to the
obverse setting for which the scanning table is given in Part 6. The
planes with the (0001) orientation at the heights 0c, 16 c,

1
3 c,

1
2 c,

2
3 c

and 5
6 c have a sectional layer group of the type p

�33m1 (L72) and at
any other height have a sectional layer group of the type p3m1
(L69).
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Fig. 5.2.5.1. The structure of cadmium iodide, CdI2. The section planes of two
orbits in special positions are distinguished by shading. The figure is
drastically elongated in the c direction to exhibit the layer symmetries.
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